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ABSTRACT: The kinetic processes and atomistic mechanisms in nanostructure growth are of fundamental interest to
nanomaterial syntheses with precisely controlled morphology
and functionality. By programming deposition conditions at
time domain, we observed the wedding cake growth
mechanism in the formation of 1D and 2D ZnO
nanostructures. Within a narrow growth window, the surfaces
of the 1D and 2D structures were covered with a unique
concentric terrace feature. This mechanism was further
validated by comparing the characteristic growth rates to the
screw dislocation-driven model. An interesting 1D to 2D
morphology transition was also found during the wedding cake growth, when the adatoms overcome the Ehrlich−Schwoebel
(ES) barrier along the edge of the top crystal facet triggered by lowering the supersaturation. The wedding cake model might be a
general growth mechanism for ﬂat-tipped nanowires that do not possess any dislocations. This study enriches our understanding
on the fundamental kinetics of nanostructured crystal growth and provides a transformative strategy to achieve rational design
and control of nanoscale geometry.
KEYWORDS: Wedding cake mechanism, Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, zinc oxide, one-dimensional crystal growth,
two-dimensional crystal growth
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does a NW form?” has yielded many inﬂuential scientiﬁc
insights to nanoscale crystal evolution kinetics, yet it is still an
intriguing puzzle since many new observations cannot be fully
and satisfactorily explained. In a homogeneous NW system
where no foreign atoms are involved in the nucleation and
growth, oriented attachment and screw dislocation-driven
growth were proposed as representative growth mechanisms.
The oriented attachment depicts the formation of 1D or 2D
nanostructures through preferred stacking of preformed
nanocrystals along their high-energy surfaces.8−10 The screw
dislocation-driven growth, long being known as a typical bulk
crystal growth model, was also identiﬁed as an interpretation
for NW formation.5 Resent research highlighted a signiﬁcant
role of screw dislocations in the growth of various 1D and 2D
structures including nanowires,11−13 nanotubes,14 and nanoplates.15−19 Nevertheless, facing the great variety of nanoscale
morphologies these two mechanisms many times are
insuﬃcient to explain a substantial portion of nanocrystal
growth phenomena. In this paper, we report an observation of

orphology is one essential element that gives rise to
extraordinary physical, chemical, and mechanical properties in nanomaterials. Precise morphology control of nanomaterials is a notorious task, which heavily relies on fundamental
understanding of the governing atomistic mechanisms and
kinetics at the nanoscale. For decades, crystals with distinct and
well-deﬁned morphologies and dimensions, including quasione-dimensional (1D) nanowires (NWs) and two-dimensional
(2D) nanosheets or nanoplates, have long been used as a model
system to study crystal growth kinetics.1−7 Generally, knowledge of thermodynamics and kinetics learned from materials
growth in bulk systems still hold at nanoscale. Nevertheless, as
interfacial free energy becomes substantial and atomic diﬀusion
dimensions reduce drastically in nanoscale systems, the
operation of these traditional bulk crystal growth principles in
the world of nanomaterials may vary and in turn lead to vast
diﬀerence in nanomorphology evolution. Despite numerous
studies on the growth and application of nanostructures,
current understanding of kinetics that governs the nanocrystal
evolution is yet limited.
As a representative 1D nanostructure, NWs have been
intensively studied for decades. Answering the question “How
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Figure 1. Morphology of microplate-caped micropillars. (a) An individual microplate-caped micropillar clearly shows a threadlike feature on both
plate and pillar surfaces. (b) Top view of a microplate exhibiting a hexagonal outline with multiple concentric terrace circles. (c) Tilted and enlarged
view of a microplate showing the intermediate subterraces extruding along the six equivalent corner directions. (d) A ﬂat and smooth central terrace
surface without any observable screw dislocation steps. (e) Side view of a microplate showing the terraced structure descending from the center of
the plate. Inset shows the ﬂat top terrace. (f) An image of a very thin microplate revealing orientation of the microplate and micropillar is
diﬀerentiated by 30°. (g,h) Examples of plate-caped micropillars with small (g) and large (h) plate thicknesses. (i) Irregular terrace patterns due to
the shadowing eﬀect at high plate density region.

the wedding cake growth mechanism in the formation of 1D
and 2D ZnO nanostructures. The wedding cake growth model
yields a very similar terraced surface as that generated by a
screw dislocation but does not possess a dislocation core and
spiral pattern. An interesting 1D to 2D morphology transition
was also found during the wedding cake growth, when the
adatoms overcome the Ehrlich−Schwoebel (ES) barrier along
the edge of the top crystal facet, triggered by lowering the
supersaturation. Observation and investigation of the wedding
cake growth model enriches our understanding of nanoscale
crystal growth mechanisms, which could guide precise
morphology design in nanosynthesis and manufacturing.
The unique ZnO microstructure was obtained under a
dynamic deposition condition, where the growth chamber
temperature was rapidly increased from room temperature to
1673 K within 90 min (Supporting Information Figure S1).
During the ramp, both the Zn vapor concentration and the
ZnO deposition temperature rose continuously. The ZnO
microstructure composes a micrometer-sized pillar that was
capped with a large hexagonal microplate (Figure 1a). The
pillars were typically several micrometers long with a diameter
of ∼1 μm. The microplates were ∼2−3 μm in diameter with
variable thicknesses. A thread-like feature can be clearly
observed both along the side of the pillar and on the plate
surface. The top microplate exhibited a sharp hexagonal outline
with multiple concentric terraces (Figure 1b). These terraces,

however, did not exhibit a sharp hexagonal outline as the
microplate showed, whereas extrusions together with intermediate subterraces (indication of rapid growth front) can be
observed along the six equivalent corner directions (Figure 1c).
Although this surface feature is very much similar to a screw
dislocation growth pattern, a spiral center, which is the
characteristic feature of a screw dislocation-driven growth,
could not be observed. All the plates exhibited a ﬂat and
smooth central terrace surface (Figure 1d). This phenomenon
ﬁts well to the wedding cake growth model, where new atomic
layers nucleate on the current top layer giving rise to a wedding
cakelike structure. A side view of the plate clearly displays the
stepwise terrace conﬁguration (Figure 1e), indicating the
terraces were evolved initially at the center and then spread
out to the edge. A zoomed-in image also shows the ﬂat top
terrace without a spiral center (inset of Figure 1e).
From very thin plates that electrons can penetrate through,
the orientation relationship between the plate and pillar can be
observed. As shown in Figure 1f, the darker hexagon at the
center of the plate outlines the pillar underneath. The
hexagonal capping plate exhibited a 30° rotation in its
orientation. On the basis of the crystallography of wurtzite
ZnO (Supporting Information Figure S3), this feature suggests
that the six equivalent side facets of the pillar and the plate are
either one of the two low-energy surfaces of {011̅0} and
{112̅0}, respectively. The thickness of the plates exhibited a
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of microplate-caped micropillars. (a) Low-magniﬁcation STEM image of a cross-sectional slice of a plate-caped
micropillar structure prepared by focused ion beam along the axial direction. The black intermedia layer is carbon and the outmost layer is platinum
for protecting the structure from beam damage during sample preparation. Inset is the selective area electron diﬀraction pattern taken from the crosssectional sample. (b) Enlarged terrace area as marked in panel a revealing the variation of terrace height was between 5 and 20 nm. (c) HR-STEM
images of the plate-pillar joint corner showing the microplate and micropillar are a coherently grown single crystal. (d) HR-STEM image at the
terrace center showing a perfect lattice without any dislocation. (e) HR-STEM image of the terrace edge revealing multiple small atomic steps.

large variation ranging from 50 nm to ∼1 μm (Figure 1g,h).
Regardless of the thickness, all the plates had a very uniform
width along their entire thickness with a clear convex terraced
top surface. While most plates exhibited a six-fold symmetric
terrace pattern, irregular terrace patterns could be observed at
high density region (Figure 1i). Shadowing eﬀect or
competition of precursor might be responsible for the
asymmetric growth behavior.
The crystal structure of ZnO plate-caped micropillars was
characterized by Cs-corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM). Figure 2a shows a cross-sectional slice
along the axial direction, where the ZnO structure was covered
by carbon (the black intermedia layer) and platinum (the
outmost layer) to protect it from ion beam damage during
sample preparation. Selective area electron diﬀraction (SAED)
pattern taken from the cross-sectional structure revealed that
the entire structure was a single crystal and grew along the
⟨0001⟩ direction (inset of Figure 2a). The height of each
terrace was in a range of 5−20 nm (Figure 2b). The terrace
edge was not perpendicular to the plate surface and all of them
showed a slope of ∼153°. These two features could be
attributed to the step bunching eﬀect during the monolayer
propagation.20 High-resolution STEM (HR-STEM) images
taken at the plate-pillar joint region (Figure 2c,d for the corner
and interface region, respectively) showed a coherent crystal
lattice and no grain boundary or other dislocations could be
found. Particularly, no indication of the existent of a screw
dislocation core was discovered along the center position where
the top terraces nucleated (Figure 2d). The terrace edge was
found composed of multiple small steps without any
dislocations, consistent with SEM observations (Figure 2e).
The HRTEM observations further evidence that the wedding
cake growth model governed the evolution of ZnO crystals.

Supported by microscopy observations, the wedding cake
growth model with the step bunching eﬀect is used to analyze
the evolution of the 2D microplates. In a wedding cake growth,
formation of surface terraces relies on nucleation of new atomic
layers on the top surface due to the accumulation of
concentrated adatoms conﬁned by the energy barrier at step
edges. This situation repeats yielding the representative
morphology of concentric circular mounds without a spiral
feature (Figure 3a). Although monoatomic layer step is the
most common feature, multilayer terraces could also be
obtained due to the step bunching eﬀect when the ES barrier
becomes negative.20 The wedding cake growth behavior was
mostly observed in the low-temperature epitaxial growth of
metal surfaces.21−23 However, in our hybrid structure, evolution
of suspended 2D plates requires the lateral growth to exceed
the supporting pillar’s top surface. Therefore, adatoms need to
overcome the ES barrier to diﬀuse down at the terrace edge24,25
and then incorporate at the corner along the vertical facets.
Lattice kinetic Monte Carlo (LKMC) method was used to
simulate the morphology evolution when the ES barrier
becomes tangible (Supporting Information S4). As shown in
Figure 3b, under normal deposition condition a regular rod
morphology was formed (panel i). As the supersaturation
continuously decreases, the diﬀusion length of adatoms
increases and therefore the attempting rate to jump over the
edge increases.26,27 However, the ES barrier blocks the adatoms
from diﬀusing down. When the supersaturation drops to below
a certain point, adatoms will attempt enough number of times
to overcome the ES barrier to successfully diﬀuse down to the
vertical facets and quickly nucleates an additional atomic layer
circling around the tip of the rod (panel (ii)). As the growth
continues, the plate becomes larger and thicker forming the
ﬁnal hybrid morphology (panel (iii)). This simulation veriﬁes
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Figure 3. Wedding cake growth model. (a) Schematic of the wedding cake growth process. Oxygen atoms (white balls) and zinc atoms (purple
balls) form the wurtzite structure. Red balls indicate the active adatoms diﬀusing on the terraces. va,w is the axial growth rate, determined by the
nucleation rate of new layers. vl is the lateral growth rate, determined by the incorporation of adatoms to the side ledges of the terraces. vd is the
growth rate of the suspended plate area determined by the diﬀuse down rate of adatoms. (b) Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation results showing the 1D
to 2D structure growth transition as a result of overcoming the ES barrier. (i) 1D growth of a rod structure at a relatively high supersaturation; (ii)
appearance of the ﬁrst atomic layer out of the rod surface when the supersaturation decreases to a certain point (inset shows an enlarged corner
emphasizing the ﬁrst atomic layer); (iii) continuous growth of the capping plate under favorable conditions. (c) Microplates with various numbers of
terraces. The number of terraces decreased as the sampling point moved along the gas ﬂow (downstream) direction. i−ix are microplate samples
collected at position 16.8479, 16.8664, 16.8669, 16.9033, 16.9189, 16.9256, 16.9459, 16.9741, and 17.0129 cm from the center point, respectively. All
the scale bars are 1 μm. (d) Plots of the axial to lateral growth rate ratio as a function of supersaturation. Black dots are measured data. Black line is
the ﬁtted curve based on the measured data, where a linear relationship can be determined. Blue line is derived from wedding cake growth model.
Red line calculated is from screw dislocation growth model for comparison.

represent the growth rate change due to step bunching
(Supporting Information S7.2).
As for the vertical growth rate va, in the wedding cake model
it is directly related to the nucleation rate of new layers, which
occurs only when the top terrace reaches a critical size.26
Therefore, the axial growth rate can be formulated as29

that the ES barrier triggers the formation of the suspended plate
morphology.
To better understand the wedding cake growth mechanism
in nanostructure evolution, numeric calculations were implemented to analyze the growth rates along diﬀerent directions in
comparison to the screw dislocation-driven growth mechanism.
In a wedding cake growth, the lateral growth rate vl is a measure
of how fast adatoms attach to the ledge front, which is same as
that in a screw dislocation growth. Quantitatively, for
monolayer steps, vl,mono can be presented following the
Burton−Cabrera−Frank (BCF) theory5,28

(

2λsν exp −
v l,mono =

1+

δ
a

(

exp

ϕ1/2
kT

)

2ΔU − Edes
2kT

)

va,w =

h
vl
Rc

(2)

where Rc is the critical size of the top terrace and h is the height
of the newly formed terrace, which could be either single or
multiple atomic layer(s). On the other hand, the axial growth
rate of the screw dislocation model follows the BCF theory

σ

⎛ ϕ1/2 ⎞ σ 2
σ
⎟ tanh c
va,s = aν exp⎜ −
σ
⎝ kT ⎠ σc

(1)

where a is the distance between adsorption sites, ν is the
vibration frequency, φ1/2 is the work to detach an atom from
half-crystal position to the vapor, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is temperature, σ is the supersaturation, λs is the mean free
path of an adatom, δ is average spacing of the kink sites, ΔU is
the kinetic barrier for the incorporation of the building units
into the half crystal, and Edes is the desorption energy from the
surface to the vapor. Bunched steps have a lower lateral velocity
than monolayer steps due to the increased sites for the
adatoms.28 A rectiﬁcation coeﬃcient could be added to eq 1 to

(3)

where σc is characteristic supersaturation (Supporting Information S6). Because there is no nucleation involved in the
screw dislocation growth, wedding cake model usually exhibits
a slower vertical growth rate.30
One direct result of the diﬀerent axial and lateral growth rates
is the number of terraces on the plate surface. Within the
deposition area (∼2 mm in length) where terraced plates were
received, the number of terraces decreased as the sampling
point moved along the gas ﬂow (downstream) direction,
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Figure 4. Nanowire morphology evolution with temperature and O2 partial pressure. (Middle Panel) Quasi-phase diagram showing the 1D-to-2D
morphology evolution in correlation to temperature and oxygen partial pressure. (Left Panel) Number of terraces decreases when increasing O2
partial pressure. (Bottom Panel) Number of terraces decreases when decreasing the temperature and after a wide temperature range the microplate
appeared under the oxygen partial pressure 50 Pa. All scare bars are 200 nm.

the narrowing of the eﬀective adatom collection area
(Supporting Information S7.2)
In order to reveal the σ-related evolution of wedding cake tip
morphology in a more general NW growth scenario, the
deposition condition was adjusted to reach desired σ for NW
formation (Supporting Information S9). Under this condition,
ZnO NWs were formed with uniform size and geometry, where
each NW exhibited a terraced tip feature (Supporting
Information Figure S7). Just like the microplates, the central
terrace exhibited a ﬂat surface and no hint of the existence of
any screw dislocation could be observed by both SEM and
TEM characterizations (Supporting Information Figures S7 and
S8). All the observations evidenced the wedding cake growth
mechanism in the formation of these NWs. Furthermore, the
tip terrace feature (number of terraces, Supporting Information
Figures S8 and S9) exhibited the same relation with the
deposition temperature as that observed from microplates. As
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4, when the deposition
temperature decreases the number of terrace at the NW tip
decreases and eventually the ﬂat tip morphology was obtained.
After a relative large temperature range, the suspended
microplate morphology appeared, suggesting the deposition
condition reached the critical low σ region. Similar change
could also be observed by increasing the oxygen partial
pressure. Qualitatively, high oxygen content in the reaction
chamber hinders the decomposition of ZnO precursors and
thus lowers σ. Therefore, as the oxygen partial pressure
increased, the NW tip exhibited the similar change from a large
number terraced surface to a ﬂat tip, as shown in the left panel
of Figure 4. The σ-related terrace evolution phenomenon was

whereas no obvious size variation could be identiﬁed (Figure
3c). Statistical sampling showed that the number of terraces
decreases monotonically with the distance (Supporting
Information Figure S4). By assuming the time of evolving all
the terraces equals to the growth time of the base terrace, the
number of terraces was converted into the axial to lateral
growth ratio (va/vl, Supporting Information S7.2). Because the
supersaturation is a function of the deposition location
(Supporting Information S7.3), the relation between va/vl and
supersaturation was determined (Figure 3d). A linear relation
was identiﬁed from the ﬁtted curve with a slope of 44.4 (black
line in Figure 3d). This relation shows that the va/vl ratio
increases with supersaturation, suggesting a trend that the
number of terrace increases with supersaturation. The va,w/vl
ratio was then derived based on the wedding cake growth
model from individual microplates (Supporting Information
S8), yielding a linear relation between va,w/vl and σ with a slope
of 42.7 (blue curve). For comparison, va,s/vl as a function of σ
was also calculated for the screw dislocation model by taking
the ratio of eqs 1 and 3, yielding a slope of 112.4 (red curve).
Here vl is the monolayer step velocity. Considering bunched
steps have a lower lateral velocity than that of monolayer steps,
the va,s/vl ratio of bunched steps will be even higher than 112.4.
The signiﬁcantly closer match of the wedding cake model
further evidence the governing role of the wedding cake
mechanism in the evolution of ZnO microplate structure. It
should be noted that vl decreases as the terrace approaches the
edge as evidenced by the denser terrace outlines near the edge
(Figures 1b and 3c). This phenomenon could be attributed to
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further validated by implementing a very high supersaturation
where va,w catches up and exceeds vl. Because of the rapid
nucleation of new terraces, NWs with a narrow and long
tapered tip were obtained (Supporting Information Figure
S11).
From the oxygen partial pressure and deposition temperature
relation, a quasi-phase diagram was constructed to show the
evolution of terrace surfaces in both 1D and 2D morphologies
(Figure 4). In general, a narrow range at high temperature was
identiﬁed corresponding to the high-σ terraced region, where
NWs with terraced tip were collected. NWs with regular ﬂat
tips could be found within a much wider temperature range.
The ﬂat-tipped NW morphology covers a relatively large
supersaturation region, where the nanostructure growth
condition could easily fall in. This might be the reason that
ﬂat-tipped NW structure was typically obtained.31−33 The platecaped NW morphology was collected in a further lower
temperature zone, corresponding to the lowest σ for NW
growth. All the boundaries between diﬀerent morphologies
shift to higher temperature as the oxygen partial pressure
increases, because the reduction of σ due to raised oxygen
content needs to be compensated by raising the deposition
temperature.
In conclusion, the evolution of 2D plate structure from 1D
pillars represents a dynamic crystal growth behavior transition
when the local deposition conditions were tuned in situ. It
lively recorded the wedding cake growth model in nanostructure formation from vapor phase, which was rare to be observed
when the deposition conditions remained constant. The terrace
feature on these nanostructures provided a valuable platform
for understanding the wedding cake growth kinetics that could
be an important mechanism to design and predict the
nanocrystal morphology formation from the bottom-up.
Analyzing the supersaturation and temperature-related growth
behavior provides a new insight into nanostructure growth
mechanisms and morphology control.
Methods. ZnO nanostructures were synthesized via vapor−
solid deposition process. Five grams of ZnO powder was used
as the precursor and placed at the center of an alumina tube in
the furnace. Argon carrier gas with the ﬂow rate of 50 sccm was
applied and the pressure inside the tube was kept at 53 Pa.
Alumina slices (11.4 cm in length and 1 cm width for each)
were used as the substrates and placed downstream. The
system temperature reached 1673 K after 90 min. Before the
temperature reached 1673 K, the precursor completely
vaporized. Subsequently, the system was cooled down to
room temperature under the same atmosphere. For ZnO NW
growth with the terraced feature at the tip, oxygen carrier gas
with diﬀerent ﬂow rates of 0.5, 5, 15, and 25 sccm were used to
adjust the growth kinetics. Top view and side view SEM images
of the nanostructures were recorded directly from the assynthesized substrates. For STEM of microplate-caped micropillars, the nanostructure was ﬁrst transferred to the TEM grid
using a micromanipulator, and focused ion beam was then used
to cut the nanostructure into a thin slice. Detailed experimental
procedures can be found in the Supporting Information.

■

■

More details on the sample synthesis and characterization, simulation method, growth rate calculation, and
more analysis on SEM and TEM images. (PDF)
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